Effect of intralayer inhomogeneity on helical superstructures of liquid crystals.
A mechanism to form distorted helical structures in ferroelectric liquid crystals is presented. It is shown that the deformation of helical interlayer structures of thin smectic systems can be considered as a direct consequence of the surface-induced spatial inhomogeneity in the distribution of the azimuthal molecular orientation within smectic layers. The intralayer azimuthal nonuniformity occurring in helical phases is argued to generate a local depolarizing electric field of the strength varying not only in smectic layers but also between the layers. The resulting modulation of the depolarization level in the direction of helical axes is shown to lead to a distortion of helices. Using a simple model, including the depolarization interaction, it is demonstrated that the degree of the helix deformation strongly varies as parameters of the model are changed. It is also shown that strong deformations of extremely short helices, found for appropriate values of the parameters, reflect nonuniformity of helicoidal superstructures of respective smectic subphases in real liquid crystalline systems.